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Abstract—Training a problem-solving Machine Learning (ML)
model using large datasets is computationally expensive and
requires a scalable distributed training platform to complete
training within a reasonable time frame. In this paper, we
propose a novel concept where, instead of distributed training
within a GPU cluster, we train one ML model by utilizing the
idle hardware of numerous resource-constrained IoT devices
existing across the globe. In such a global setting, staleness
and real-world network uncertainties like congestion, latency,
bandwidth issues are proven to impact the model convergence
speed and training scalability. To implement the novel concept,
while simultaneously addressing the real-world global distributed
training challenges, we present Globe2Train (G2T), a framework
with two components named G2T-Cloud (G2T-C) and G2T-Device
(G2T-D) that can efficiently connect together multiple IoT devices
and collectively train to produce the target ML models at very
high speeds. The evaluation results with analysis show how the
framework components jointly eliminate staleness and improve
training scalability and speed by tolerating the real-world network
uncertainties and by reducing the communication-to-computation
ratio.
Index Terms—Distributed Machine Learning, IoT Devices,
Scalable Model Training, Latency Tolerance.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, IoT datasets are being published at an explosive
rate since the modern ML libraries, tools, and frameworks
enabled deep compression, deployment, and execution of
autonomous data collection plus data annotation algorithms
on IoT devices [6]–[8]. To train ML models in a reasonable
time using large-high-quality datasets gathered over decades,
the generally practiced approach of loading datasets and
training a model within a GPU cluster or a data center is
traditional, slow and might consume days or even weeks for
the model to converge. Hence, we propose the concept of a
scalable distributed training system that efficiently harnesses
the hardware resource of millions of idle IoT devices [9]–
[11] without disturbing their routine and collectively train to
produce the target ML models at very high speeds.
The Globe2Train (G2T) framework that we present in this
paper implements our novel concept by enabling the distributed training of one ML model on numerous geographically
separated IoT devices. In this work, like in [12, 13], we do not
aim to collectively train a model without centralizing the data,
which is similar to Federated Learning (FL). We instead aim

to improve model convergence speed and training scalability
by providing G2T. However, existing large-scale federated,
decentralized learning works do not scale well under networks
with high network latency and congestions [1], which can be
addressed by the G2T components.
We claim that our concept of distributed training of one
ML model on the hardware of thousands of IoT devices will
become the future of ML and IoT because; (i) In the GPUs
to IoT devices ratio, the IoT devices hold a much greater
proportion. i.e., market estimates show that roughly 50 billion
MCU and small CPU chips were shipped in 2020, which far
exceeds other chips like GPUs (only 100 million units sold);
(ii) Every modern household does not compulsorily own a
GPU, yet it roughly has around a dozen of IoT devices which
when efficiently connected together using G2T can locally,
within their home network train mid-sized ML models without
depending on Cloud or GPU servers that can perform the
same training task at very high speeds, but at an additional
expense; (iii) In most real-life IoT scenarios, the training
dataset that produces problem-solving models when used,
can often be hard to source (GDPR and privacy concerns).
In such cases, when G2T is deployed across the devices
that have access to the same type of rich training data, it
can collectively train a model without storing the live data.
Thus, producing problem-solving models without voiding
the privacy protection regulations; (iv) Training advanced
ML models on a single GPU might consume days or even
weeks to converge. Here, the G2T can tolerate high latency,
low bandwidth constraints and collectively harness the idle
hardware resource of thousands of mid-sized IoT devices and
complete training at extremely high speeds. For example, at
the time of writing, the latest GEFORCE RTX 2080 Ti GPU
has 11 GB RAM but costs ≈1500 $. Whereas one Alexa
smart speaker has 2 GB RAM and efficiently connecting 20
can collectively pool 40 GB of RAM. In this way, we can
complete training faster than the expensive GPU and at a
0 $ investment since millions of IoT devices already exist
globally, and most of them are idle. The contribution of this
paper can be summarized as follows:
•

We present G2T framework that brings into practice the
novel concept of global distributed ML model training
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on the hardware of numerous, geographically separated,
resource-constrained idle IoT devices. The characteristics
of the G2T framework components enable the completion
of ML model training within a reasonable time frame
while addressing challenges raised due to staleness and
real-world network uncertainties in the distributed global
training settings.
We provide G2T-C as the cloud-level component designed to connect numerous IoT devices and efficiently
handle the entire distributed training process by decomposing heavy ML training workloads into multiple
lightweight tasks that can be comfortably handled by
training involved IoT devices. G2T-C ensures reliable
and timely training completion while eliminating the
staleness issue.
We provide G2T-D as the device-level, resource-friendly
component designed to efficiently transmit the IoT device
trained weights even under poor network conditions. G2TD improves training scalability, speed while addressing
the network uncertainty issues in distributed global
training by reducing the communication-to-computation
ratio and tolerating the real-world latency, bandwidth
issues.

Outline. Section II briefs the essential concepts, highlights
research challenges and related studies. Section III presents
the Globe2Train (G2T) framework. Section IV evaluates G2T
and discusses how it addresses distributed global training
research challenges. Section V concludes with an outline of
future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
In Table I, we compare G2T with the most related work. In
the remainder, we briefly present essential concepts, research
challenges, then compare ours with state-of-the-art approaches.
A. Machine Learning using Decentralized Data
Modern IoT devices generate and have access to a wealth
of data that can be used to produce powerful models. Often,
such rich data are large in quantity, privacy-sensitive, or most

time both, thus restricting transmitting them to data centers
and training using advanced ML frameworks on GPU clusters
[14]. As the awareness of data privacy is growing rapidly
and also since IoT apps are constantly being monitored for
GDPR compliance, companies are following the FL approach
where models are trained close to the data source. A few
popular examples of training without data centralization are:
data across numerous hospitals were used to train models for
medical treatments [12], patient survival situations across 3
countries were analyzed [13]. However, the FL advancements
are not of much use since the scalability is poor in high
latency networks [15].
Decentralized learning is an orthogonal exploration where
methods like D2 [16], AD-PSGD [17] perform partial synchronization in each update to escape latency issues. Such
large-scale training takes advantage of data parallelism and
by increasing the count of contributing devices, but at the
cost of transmitting parameters, which is expensive, especially
when multiple devices are pooled. This results in dwarfing the
savings in computation time and producing a low computationto-communication ratio [18]. However, again, such learning
approaches do not scale under high network latency [19]. Also,
face other critical problems due to lower network bandwidth,
expensive mobile data plan, intermittent network connection,
which is all common in the distributed, global ML scenario.
We designed G2T components to jointly work and ensure
the real-world network issues do not become a significant
bottleneck when scaling up distributed training.
B. Parameter Quantization/Compression
When the parameters like gradients, weights transferred
during distributed training are reduced, the communication
bandwidth will also reduce [20]. The 1-bit gradient [21]
achieved a 10× speedup by reducing the data transfer size.
The QSGD approach [22] provides a method to trade off
accuracy for gradient precision, and similarly, Terngrad [18]
use 3-level gradients based approach. Also, attempts have been
made to quantize the entire model including the parameters.
e.g., DoReFa-Net [23] uses 2-bit gradients and 1-bit weights.

Fig. 1. The Globe2Train (G2T) framework enables distributed ML model training using IoT devices across the globe: a. The framework’s G2T-Cloud (G2T-C)
component is deployed on a central server/cloud. b. The G2T-Device (G2T-D) component is deployed on training involved IoT devices.

The current state of literature presents schemes that are
applicable to guarantee the convergence of only NNs. i.e.,
TernGrad and DoReFa-Net studied CNNs and QSGD studied
the RNNs training loss. The theoretical quantization limit
cannot exceed 32. To overcome this, parameter sparsification
techniques are proposed. The user predefined threshold-based
sparsification [24], the adaptive compression ratio [25] shows
that, with only negligible performance degradation, 99%
gradients can be pruned. In [26], quantization, compression are
combined to achieve next-level optimization ratio. However,
such advancements cannot solve the latency issue, especially
when the contributing devices are geographically separated
[19]. When comparing G2T with the above, we are the
first to present a method to distributedly train a multi-class
classifier (unlike NNs) on a variety of globally deployed IoT
devices (unlike within data centers) while tolerating latency,
conserving bandwidth by shrinking parameters, and setting
transmission frequency depending on network quality.

with a stable internet connection, changes in device network
connectivity due to mobility (e.g., when the IoT device is
placed in a car) can cause variable latency.

C. Distributed Global Training: Research Challenges

D. Machine Learning Model Training on IoT Devices

The global training scenarios/setups can be impacted by
real-world network uncertainties and staleness.

Training models on GPUs and data center servers are much
efficient and provide high-quality models, making MCUs the
least preferred choice for offloading any ML-related tasks.
Practicing decentralized learning close to the data source
has become a common approach to preserve privacy and
comply with the GDPR. Since sensitive personal data is
generated by the billions of daily used tiny IoT devices [28],
there is a pressing need to train models on their resourceconstrained hardware, then transmit the learned information
(model weights). The existing frameworks like Tensorflow
Micro, Keras, Edge-ML, Open-NN, etc. do not yet provide
methods to enable training models on MCUs of IoT devices
[29]. Currently, to achieve resource-efficient training on MCUs,
authors have optimized training algorithms to run on various

Network Uncertainties: Congestion and Latency Variance.
The access links that connect IoT devices to the parameter
server show uncertainties such as network unavailability, timevarying connectivity, etc. For instance, consider the use of
SSGD during a distributed training process, where only one
gradient transmission occurs in one iteration. This aspect can
worsen with an increase in the number of transmissions and
if the previously sent gradients arrive late along with recent
gradients (due to network congestion). The second expected
issue is the large variance in latency, which is common in
real-world IoT networks. While we can aim to maintain a low
average latency by choosing and involving only IoT devices

Staleness Effect. Most popular distributed model training
algorithms adopt non-synchronous execution for alleviating
the network communication bottleneck that produces stale
parameters. i.e., the model parameters arrive late, not reflect
the latest updates. Staleness slows down convergence and also
degrades model performance. Despite the notable contributions
[3, 27] in the large-scale ML domain, the effects of staleness
during training does not lead to a firm conclusion [15] because
it is practically not feasible to monitor and control staleness
in the current complex distributed environments containing
heterogeneous devices with varying network landscapes.
In [19], we presented in detail the other bottlenecks such
as expensive dataset loading I/O, high FLOPs consumption,
variable model training, and convergence speed, etc.

resource-constrained setups, which we describe in the rest of
this section.
In [30], a Gaussian Mixture Model was executed on an
embedded board aiming to re-train an ML algorithm at the
edge level. Articles [31, 32] present optimized methods to
enable training models on smartphones. Multiple Federated
Learning algorithms [33, 34] enable fine-tuning global models
offline, at the edge level using local datasets. SEFR, a lowpower classifier [35] is the most recent work to enable a
binary classifier training and inference on MCUs. However,
thus outlined and other impactful algorithms [36, 37] are
tailored for specific applications and do not enable tiny IoT
devices to self learn/train from a wide range of IoT use-case
data. The AIfES library is a C-based platform-independent
tool for generating NNs compatible with a range of opensource MCU boards. AIfES can be used with Windows and
embedded Linux platforms by producing efficient code in
the form of Dynamic Link Library (DLL). Similar to MLMCU [29], Edge2Train [38] and TinyOL [39], Train++ [40]
that present resource-friendly ML model training algorithms,
AIfES permits to implement ML model training process on
the embedded devices. Cartesiam NanoEdge AI Studio [7]
enables the creation of ML static libraries to embed them
in ARM Cortex-M MCUs. It allows integrating the training
process within the constrained device. In addition, it also can
perform unsupervised algorithm training on MCUs.
III. G LOBE 2T RAIN (G2T) F RAMEWORK D ESIGN
In this section, we present the G2T framework, using which
we aim to perform distributed model training on IoT devices
like video doorbells, smart meters, thermostats, etc., that
exists across the globe. As shown in Fig. 1, at the central
server/cloud, we first need an algorithm that should efficiently
decompose heavy workloads into multiple lightweight tasks
which can be comfortably handled by tiny IoT devices. Second,
we need a device-level algorithm that can make the training
involved devices complete their given tasks, followed by
the timely transfer of the learned information to the server
even when the connected network is highly uncertain. In
the following, we present G2T components, which are the
thus required algorithms that can jointly enable distributed
machine learning by training one model on numerous global
IoT devices.
A. Globe2Train-Cloud (G2T-C) Component
On the central server/cloud shown in Fig. 1. a, we propose to
deploy the framework component named G2T-C that interacts
with the training involved IoT devices, assign workloads
depending on their hardware specifications, and collectively
train a high-quality ML model. Using Fig. 2, we explain
the G2T-C. Here, in the first step circled 1 , we take a
multi-class problem with a dataset. Next, in step circled 2 ,
our algorithm decomposes this multi-class problem into
k(k − 1)/2 binary problems because training binary classifiers

Fig. 2. G2T-C component decomposes one multi-class problem into multiple
binary problems, which IoT devices solve and updates back the weights.

on resource-constrained IoT devices like smart speakers
and video doorbells are more feasible. Here, the algorithm
employed k(k − 1)/2 binary classifiers, trains k(k − 1)/2
classifiers. i.e., f(1,2) , f(1,3) , . . . , f(k−1,k) on the available IoT
devices. The IoT device trained binary classifier f(1,2) is
capable to classify 1 from 2, the f(1,3) can classify 1 from
3, and finally the f(k−1,k) can classify k − 1 from k. In our
case, we have chosen a 5 class dataset (5 class problem) that
requires a multi-class classifier to be trained to solve this.
As explained, in step circled 2 , our algorithm produces 10
base binary classifiers b1 to b10 as a result of decomposition.
In step circled 3 , the data corresponding to each of the
base classifiers bi is sent to the deployed IoT devices via
HTTPS. So, the smart speaker named B needs to train 3
binary classifiers, i.e., b4 (to differentiate class 1 data from
class 5 data), b5 (class 2 from 3) and b6 (2 from 4). Similarly,
the other shown devices, Smart bulb (named A) and Video
doorbell (named C), are assigned binary classifiers that need
to be trained by them. Here, each device trains one classifier
per round. For instance, device C trains classifiers b7 to b10
in four rounds.
To train these base classifiers on MCUs or small CPUs
based IoT devices, any of the base learners like LDA or the
Opt-SGD [29] can be used. When there is a large number of
rows or high features in the input dataset, memory overflow
issues will arise at the device end. When Opt-SGD is used,
the device becomes capable of handling high data volume,
velocity situations due to the incremental data loading and
training characteristics of Opt-SGD. i.e., in each round, the
train set will be streamed to each IoT device by central G2T-C,
and the Opt-SGD algorithm executing on the devices will
incrementally load this data stream and update the weights
without losing information it learned from the initial part of
the data stream.

Algorithm 1 G2T-D to efficiently transmit the IoT device
trained weights even under poor network conditions.
1: Input: Available weights w0 , . . . , wn of IoT device
trained base binary classifiers b1 , . . . , bn
2: Output: Efficiently transmit shrunken weights
3: ws0 , . . . , wsn to a central server with G2T-C component
4: Set weights threshold Wt ← 1/ ∝ network quality
5: if n in wn > Wt
6:
for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n do
7:
wsi ← shrink the weight wi . Use encode (wi )
8:
end for
9: Transmit ws0 , . . . , wsn . Use HTTPS
10: else
11:
Locally accumulate weights till Wt

After each training round, in the step circled 4 , the IoT
devices transmit the learned information (weights) to the
server where G2T-C would be waiting to evaluate the thus
trained base binary classifiers. At this stage, each devicecreated model bi will be capable of producing a binary output
∈ {−1, +1} for each input vector from the test set of the
input dataset. Then, all the base classifiers b1 to b10 , trained
on the 3 IoT devices (smart bulb, smart speaker, and video
doorbell), are evaluated in step circled 5 . The remainder
processing, starting from creating the correlation matrix until
creating the probability table, is done by the G2T-C (follows
steps from [29]), using the model weights provided by the
training involved devices. After processing, in the last step
circled 6 , a multi-class classifier model distributedly trained
across the world is obtained.
In Fig. 2, in step circled 1 , when a classifier needs to be
trained using the less class count datasets like the MNIST
Fashion, Digits, or Cifar 10, then the IoT devices can train
base-classifiers and transmit its weights within few rounds.
But most ML datasets like Imagenet (200 classes) and COCO
(80 classes) datasets are large. In such cases, multiple rounds
of training data and learned weights get exchanged between
the cloud G2T-C and devices across the world via HTTPS.
For instance, when we want to train a classifier using the
COCO dataset, the G2T-C in step circled 2 breaks down
the multi-class problem into 3160 binary problems and let
us assume there are 100 IoT devices available to train. So,
each device has to interact with the cloud over 32 times to
transmit the learned binary base-classifier weights. In such a
bandwidth-demanding scenario, since the real-world networks
suffer from higher latency, lower throughput, and intermittent
poor connections, there is a pressing need to optimize the
transmitted information in multiple aspects in order to reduce
latency, improve transmission speeds and increase scalability
(more devices can contribute to training). To tolerate such realworld challenges and amortize latency issues, we provide a
resource-friendly G2T-D component in the upcoming section

that needs to execute on tiny IoT devices when they are
distributedly contributing to produce a central multi-class
classifier model.
B. Globe2Train-Device (G2T-D) Component
The G2T-D framework component that we present in this
section is a resource-friendly logic (can be implemented in a
few lines of code), that when deployed on IoT devices, will
improve communication aspects during distributed training. In
the considered training across the globe scenario, the network
landscape is dynamic, and the heterogeneous daily IoT devices
contributing to the distributed training have diverse hardware
specifications [41, 42] and internet conditions [43]–[45]. For
instance, when considering the 3 devices shown in Fig. 2, the
video doorbell has FPU, KPU capability to process image
frames, hence could train the G2T-C component assigned base
classifiers efficiently, at higher speeds. The next smart speaker
might have 1 GB of RAM to run DSP algorithms hence it
can also train faster. In the same group of devices, if a smart
bulb is contributing, it has a comparatively weak hardware
specification (e.g., Philips Hue has ≈32KB RAM) but might
have excellent network quality.
Such situations can be handled by the G2T-D component
when deployed on all training involved IoT devices. We
present G2T-D in Algorithm 1. Here, when the weights
w0 , . . . , wn of IoT device trained base binary classifiers
b1 , . . . , bn are fed to G2T-D algorithm, even when the
device connected internet suffers high latency, low bandwidth,
congestion issues, it can still manage to transmit the weights
back to the G2T-C server component (which assigned the
device with the two-class problems to solve) because: (i) In
line 4, it intelligently sets the weight threshold Wt high for the
training involved devices that have a poor internet connection.
Thus, this step reduces the frequent transmission of weights,
reducing the network bandwidth. i.e., weights are locally
accumulated till it reaches Wt and then transmitted. Then in
lines 6 to 8, it shrinks all the accumulated weights using the
encode() function, which packs the non-zero weight values
similar to how Vanilla, Nesterov momentum SGD encodes
the parameters/gradients.
IV. G LOBE 2T RAIN E VALUATION
Since the majority of IoT devices are MCU-based, we
use three popular MCUs for evaluation, where MCU1 is an
nRF52840 Adafruit Feather, MCU2 is a STM32f103c8 Blue
Pill, MCU3 is a ATSAMD21G18 Adafruit METRO. Then,
we take the 22 features, 95 classes Australian Sign Language
signs dataset [46] and aim to distributedly train (on MCUs
1-3) a multi-class classifier model that can identify 95 Auslan
signs such as alive, all, answer, more, etc.
A. Distributed Training on MCUs
As explained in Section III-A, we initiate the distributed
training from G2T-C component, where it decomposes the

Fig. 3. Distributed training of a multi-class classifier on 3 MCUs using G2T: Onboard accuracy and training time consumed for each training round.

given multi-class problem with 95 classes into 4465 binary
problems (i.e., K = 95 in K(K − 1)/2), where b0 to b4465
binary classifiers need to be trained by MCUs 1-3 in numerous
rounds and in each round report back the calculated weights
of a bunch of trained base classifiers. The G2T-C allocates
training workloads depending on the hardware specification
of involved devices. So, MCU1 is assigned to learn using
the data of the first 60 classes. Similarly, the next better spec
MCU3 is assigned to train base classifiers for the next 30
classes, and the remainder 18 classes are assigned to MCU3.
After this allocation, the training on each MCU is carried
out using the Opt-SGD algorithm [29]. We show the training
results in terms of training time, accuracy in Fig. 3. Here, in
the first round, MCU1 trains using data from 15 classes, 3
classes on MCU2, and parallelly MCU3 trains using data from
5 classes. Similarly, the results for the subsequent training
rounds are shown in the same Fig. 3. After completing each
round, the accumulated weights of thus trained base classifiers
are shrunken and transmitted to the server by the G2T-D
component. Finally, when all 4465 base classifiers weights
were sent to G2T-C by MCUs, the base models are combined
and a central model is produced.

During this process, to maintain the distributed training
reliability and ensure timely completion, G2T-C made MCU2
perform redundant training using data from 13 classes. Thus,
in a real scenario, G2T-C can counterbalance when a training
involved device fails to complete training due to network
errors, resources occupied by the routine device functionalities,
etc. Here, since the G2T-C efficiently split the workload
and made the MCUs complete training within 3 rounds
and since the G2T-D accumulates the weights, then shrinks
and sends it to the cloud only once per round, overall,
there is less bandwidth usage and reduced computation to
communication ratio. Similar to how we involved just 3 MCUs
and accomplished distributed training, a higher number of IoT
hardware can be efficiently connected by G2T to pool GBs
of RAM and other hardware resources. In this way, we can
complete training faster than training on an expensive GPU,
but at a 0 $ investment since millions of IoT devices exist, and
most of them are idle. In the upcoming subsections, we present
the individual contributions (benefits) of G2T components
and describe how it addresses the global training challenges
presented in Section II-C.

B. Results Analysis

Here, we comparatively show how the characteristics of
G2T-C can add value when deployed in a central server to
handle the entire distributed training process.

Here we analyze the distributed training on MCUs results
shown in Fig. 3. The total time consumed for three training
rounds by MCU 1-3 is 1.5 sec, 1.6 sec, 11.4 sec respectively.
The slowest MCU3 completed training in 7.6 sec using 15
class data, and parallelly the fastest MCU1 trained for data
belonging to other 15 classes in 0.23 sec. The total distributed
training time on MCUs 1-3 was ≈ 15 sec, which is only ≈ 3
sec slower than training on one Intel Core i7-8650U @ 1.90
GHz CPU laptop with Windows 10 Python scikit-learn setup.
This CPU setup is ≈ $700, ≈ 32 x times more expensive
than 3 MCUs, and consumes ≈ 170x times more energy for
the same training task.

C. Contributions of the G2T-C Framework Component

Overcoming the Staleness Effect. Asynchronous SGD
(ASGD) [47] shows better latency and fault tolerance since,
unlike synchronous SGD (SSGD), ASGD does not follow
synchronization and trains models inconsistently. Most of the
popular applications like HOGWILD [48], BUCKWILD [49]
are powered by ASGD are implemented using a parameter
server [50], leading to communication and resource congestion
problems when scaling the distributed learning by adding more
devices. Scalability is the mandatory characteristic required
for us since we aim to train one model using thousands of

IoT devices upon their availability. Moreover, the inconsistent
training strategy of ASGD leads to unpredictable behaviors
when compared with standard training on a single GPU cluster.
Although studies show ASGD to have convergence similar to
SSG [51], SSGD is preferred in practice due to its consistent
behaviors even when devices increase.
The G2T-C is designed not to face staleness and is more
efficient than SSGD and ASGD since, as explained in Section
III-A, the step circled 2 in Fig. 2, intelligently splits the
tasks that execute in multiple rounds on the IoT devices.
As shown, the smart bulb named A is assigned to solve
the two-class problems b1 to b3 and update back the learned
weights. Here, if this device solves only b1 and goes offline,
the remaining tasks b2 to b3 will be assigned to other betterresourced devices that have completed their assigned task
faster. Unlike others, the G2T-C approach does not wait
long/depend on gradient/weight updates from slow or poor
network devices in order to keep training. Similarly, any of the
IoT devices from the distributed training network can perform
their assigned tasks without any dependence on the cloud or
other devices involved in training. Also, our approach does
not require a parameter server.

Improved Training Scalability. After the accumulated
weights cross the calculated threshold, in order to conserve
bandwidth, the G2T-D algorithm shrinks the weights (not
quantizing like previous works), then transmit them to the
parameter server. As G2T-D sends the weights at intervals
that depend on the network condition, as shown in Fig. 1.
b (right), this process improves scalability by reducing the
communication-to-computation ratio.
IoT Hardware Friendliness. When following approaches
like the SSDS and ASGD, the IoT devices need to use any of
the techniques such as gradient sparsification (transmit only
important information), temporally sparse updates, gradient
quantization/compression in order to tolerate extreme network
conditions by reducing the data to be transferred. In IoT
devices, accommodating such techniques adds computation
strain while consuming the limited memory that is sufficient
only for training models and executing the device’s routine
functionalities. The presented G2T-D framework component
is highly resource-friendly (implementation is only a few lines
of code), which can shrink and efficiently transmit trained
weights without straining the training involved IoT hardware.
V. C ONCLUSION : D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK

D. Contributions of the G2T-D Framework Component
In the global distributed training scenario, we
model the communication time as tc = latency +
(modelsize/bandwidth). Scalability is essential when
connecting a large number of devices. To improve scalability,
we need to greatly reduce communication frequency, which
is determined by network bandwidth and latency (see above
equation). All conventional studies focus only to reduce
the bandwidth requirements as the latency between GPUs
inside a GPU cluster or servers inside a data center is
usually low. In contrast, in our use case, since we perform
the same training but on the IoT device hardware that is
globally distributed, the latency still remains an issue due
to physical device separation. In the remainder, we explain
how the resource-friendly G2T-D Algorithm 1 improves
training scalability, speed by tolerating the real-world latency,
bandwidth issues.
Congestion and Latency Toleration. Since the G2T-D locally
keeps accumulating IoT device learned weights till it reaches
the weight threshold (intelligently set by considering the current network quality), it reduces the weights synchronization
frequency (less usage of congested network) by not allowing
to transmit weights frequently or based on its availability.
So, as shown in Fig. 1. b (left), the training process used in
across the globe setting gains the ability to tolerate latency
(does not reduce the dynamic real-world latency since it is
practically not possible). This latency tolerating property of
G2T-D also increases the training scalability, thus enabling
the participation of more IoT devices to complete training at
higher speeds.

In this paper, we presented Globe2Train, a framework for
training ML models on idle IoT devices, millions of which
exist across the globe. We showed how the proposed G2T-C
and G2T-D framework components can improve distributed
training scalability, speed while reducing communication
frequency and tolerating network latency. Since the G2TD can significantly compress gradients/parameters during
distributed training, it can be used in federated learning, split
learning, distributed ensemble learning approaches, thereby
providing the basis for a broad spectrum of decentralized
and collaborative learning applications. Similarly, since the
G2T-C can decompose one multi-class problem into multiple
binary problems, it can be used to decompose a high resourcedemanding problem (can run only on GPU clusters/servers
with TensorFlow, PyTorch) into multiple resource-friendly
tiny parts that can distributedly execute on numerous idle IoT
devices across the globe.
We see the lack of comprehensive real-world experimental
evaluation of G2T as the major limitation. Hence, in future
work, we plan to implement the following steps, observe
and report the framework behavior with its performance; (i)
Deploy the G2T-D component on a few IoT devices that
are geographically separated and connected to networks with
poor to good conditions. Then deploy the G2T-C component
on an Amazon AWS server and establish communication
with IoT devices; (ii) Take a multi-class classification dataset,
define an ML model on the server, then instruct the G2T-C to
decompose the given ML multi-class problem into multiple
binary problems and assign it to the connected IoT devices;
(iii) Make the IoT devices solve the binary problems (by

performing model training), then using G2T-D report back
the calculated weights; (iv) Now, we should have a full ML
model, that was distributedly trained by multiple IoT devices
and capable to solve a multi-class problem. We evaluate this
model using accuracy, F1-score metrics, compare, report, and
investigate the obtained results with the results of a single
GPU trained model trained using the same dataset.
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